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ABSTRACT Tounderstand the effect of hydrationonprotein dynamics, inelastic neutron-scattering experimentswereperformed
on staphylococcal nuclease samples at differing hydration levels: dehydrated, partially hydrated, and hydrated. At cryogenic
temperatures, hydration affected the collective motions with energies lower than 5 meV, whereas the high-energy localized
motions were independent of hydration. The prominent change was a shift of boson peak toward higher energy by hydration,
suggesting a hardening of harmonic potential at local minima on the energy landscape. The 240 K transition was observed only for
the hydrated protein. Signiﬁcant quasielastic scattering at 300 K was observed only for the hydrated sample, indicating that the
origin of the transition is themotion activated by hydrationwater. The neutron-scattering proﬁle of the partially hydrated samplewas
quite similar to that of the hydrated sample at 100 K and 200 K, whereas it was close to the dehydrated sample at 300 K, indicating
that partial hydration is sufﬁcient to affect the harmonic nature of protein dynamics, and that there is a threshold hydration level to
activate anharmonicmotions. Thus, hydration water controls both harmonic and anharmonic protein dynamics by differingmeans.
INTRODUCTION
Proteins, molecular machines that contribute to almost all
living phenomena, primarily function in an aqueous milieu at
ambient temperatures. It has been reported that proteins
cannot function at cryogenic temperatures or at low hydration
levels (1,2), which strongly implies that both thermal ﬂuctu-
ations and hydration affect protein function. To understand
the molecular mechanisms that underlie cellular biology, it is
essential to examine protein dynamics in aqueous environ-
ments. Low-temperature protein crystallography was used to
show that hydration water molecules encircle a protein to
form a hydrogen-bond network (3). Although many experi-
mental and theoretical studies were performed to reveal the
relationship between hydration water and protein dynamics
(2,4–12), a complete understanding of how hydration water
affects protein dynamics has yet to be achieved.
Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) allows protein dynamics
to be examined at picosecond to nanosecond timescales (13).
This technique was successfully used to examine character-
istic protein dynamic properties (2,5,6,8,13–15), including
the protein boson peak and dynamical transitions. The boson
peak is characterized by excess densities of states G(v) from
the Debye model, in which G(v) is proportional to v2. The
protein bosonpeak is a broadpeakobserved in a low-frequency
region of INS and Raman spectra (16,17). This peak is also
commonly observed in synthetic polymers and glassy mate-
rials. The origin of the boson peak is a subject of debate in the
ﬁeld of condensed-matter physics. A molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation showed that the protein backbone, the
nonpolar side chains in the interior of the protein, and the polar
side chains exposed to a solvent equally contribute to the
boson peak (18). Experimentally, the frequency of a boson
peak depends on the protein molecular weight (16). These
studies suggest that the origin of the boson peak is closely
correlated with themotions that extend over thewhole protein
molecule.The boson peak is suggested to reﬂectwater-coupled
librations of polar side chains that are depressed in the hy-
drated protein by strong intermolecular hydrogen bonding
(5). A more recent MD simulation demonstrated that the
protein boson peak originates in the energy landscape of a
protein with rugged multiple minima, and that the ruggedness
is affected by hydration (7). That study implied that the ﬁne
structure of the energy landscape should be investigated to
characterize the nature of the boson peak.
Another important property of protein dynamics is the
dynamical transition, which is also dependent on hydration.
The averaged mean-square displacement (MSD) of the mo-
tion was measured by experimental techniques such as
Mossbauer spectroscopy (10), x-ray crystallography (1), and
neutron scattering at various temperatures (6,8). As the tem-
perature increases, deviation from linearity of the temperature
dependence of the MSD is observed, suggesting the onset of
anharmonic motions. A major dynamical transition at 180–
240 K was observed for hydrated proteins (6,8,9). The exis-
tence of another transition at;150Kwas also identiﬁed (2,8).
The anharmonic motion responsible for the 150 K transition
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was independent of hydration, and the origin of the anhar-
monic motion was assigned to the methyl rotation (2). These
dynamical transitions should be accompanied by the ap-
pearance of quasielastic scattering attributable to the relaxa-
tion process in forms such as rotational jumps between
deﬁned sites, or to diffusion in a conﬁned volume (6).
In this study, we investigated the effects of hydration on the
dynamics of a globular protein, staphylococcal nuclease
(SNase). Solvent and temperature are crucial variables for
determining the protein dynamics. We found that hydration
affects both harmonic and anharmonic properties of the pro-
tein dynamics. At cryogenic temperatures, a protein is trapped
in a local energy minimum, and behaves as a harmonic os-
cillator. We observed that the boson peak position shifts to-
ward higher energy via hydration. The slope of temperature
dependence of the MSD in the low-temperature region is
decreased by hydration. These results are well-explained by
the increase in the force constant, indicating that hydration
water causes a protein to harden at cryogenic temperatures.
Hydration water also affects the major dynamical transition.
The major transition was evident for the hydrated sample
only, indicating that the anharmonic motions responsible for
the transition are activated by hydration water. Hydration
water causes a protein to soften at room temperature. Thus,
hydration water controls both the harmonic and anharmonic
protein dynamics.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample preparation
The SNase was expressed in Escherichia coli and puriﬁed as described pre-
viously (15). The puriﬁed protein was dialyzed against D2O and lyophilized.
The hydration level of the dehydrated SNase was 0.12 g D2O/g protein, as
estimated by thermogravimetry. Two higher-hydration samples, partially
hydrated and hydrated SNase, were prepared by equilibration of the dehy-
drated sample with a saturated NaBr and KCl solution of D2O. The hydration
levels of the partially hydrated andhydratedSNasewere 0.29 and0.44gD2O/g
protein, respectively. The hydration level of the dehydrated SNase roughly
corresponds to the level estimated by considering the number of crystal water
molecules, and that of the hydrated SNase is consistent with the estimated
total number of water molecules per protein in the crystal.
Neutron-scattering experiment
Neutron-scatteringmeasurementswere performedwithLAM-40 andLAM-D
inverted geometry time-of-ﬂight (TOF) spectrometers installed at the pulsed
spallation neutron source at the High Energy Accelerator Research Or-
ganization (Tsukuba, Japan). The energy resolution and energy window for
LAM-40 are ;200 meV and ,15 meV, respectively. The scattering angles
were at 16 intervals between 16.3 and 112.3. The energy resolution
of LAM-D was ;350 meV, and its energy window was ,300 meV. The
neutron-scatteringmeasurementswere performed between10Kand300Kon
LAM-40, and at 20KonLAM-D.The observedTOF spectrumwas converted
to the dynamical structure factor Sðq;EÞ after correction for the background
contribution, the counterefﬁciency, and the incident neutron spectrum. Here,
q and E correspond to the momentum and energy transfers, respectively,
between incident neutron and sample. The data analysis was performed
without correcting for multiple scattering because the sample transmission
value was relatively large, at ;90%. Because both the hydrated and dehy-
drated samples contained the same protein mass, Sðq;EÞ values could be
comparedwithout scaling. Incoherent neutron scattering by nonexchangeable
hydrogen atoms of SNase provides information on the global dynamics of the
protein (13).
Analysis of quasielastic scattering
As demonstrated previously (19), quasielastic scattering was estimated as:
Sqelðq;EÞjT ¼ Sðq;EÞjT  Sðq;EÞjT0
e
q2UvibðTÞðeE=kBT0  1Þ
e
q2UvibðT0ÞðeE=kBT  1Þ
;
(1)
where q2UvibðTÞ is the vibrational Debye-Waller factor, and T0 is a reference
temperature at which quasielastic scattering does not appear. In this study,
T0¼ 100 K. The estimated quasielastic scattering spectra were directly ﬁtted
with a single Lorentzian model function convoluted with the resolution
function of the spectrometer, which was obtained from vanadium measure-
ments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of hydration on harmonic dynamics
We used the lyophilized powder of puriﬁed SNase as the
dehydrated sample, with a hydration level of 0.12 g D2O/g
protein as conﬁrmed by thermogravimetry. The hydrated
sample was prepared by equilibration with saturated KCl-
D2O solution. After incubation, the weight of the powder
increased by 0.44 g D2O/g protein. Fig. 1 a shows the neutron
spectra of the dehydrated and hydrated SNase at 20 K in a
wide energy region observed with the LAM-D spectrometer.
The spectrum shown in Fig. 1 is essentially identical to the
spectrum at 25 K observed with TOSCA at ISIS (14). The
peaks measured with TOSCA were assigned using normal
mode analysis (14). The peaks at;29.0 meV and 160.5 meV
were assigned to CH3 torsion and CH2 twisting, respectively
(14). Furthermore, vibrational modes higher than 90 meV
were determined to be contributed by alkyl protons. The
modes between 50 meV and 90meVwere mainly assigned to
skeletal angle bending and dihedral displacement. The ratio of
the dehydrated to the hydrated protein spectrum is given in the
inset of Fig. 1 a. The high-energy vibrational modes that are
attributable to covalent bonds were not markedly affected by
hydration, suggesting that these modes are rather localized
and not damped signiﬁcantly by hydration friction. We ob-
served small differences between 40meV and 65meV, which
are likely due to the bending motion of hydrated heavy water
on the protein (14). The inset in Fig. 1 a shows that hydration
strongly affects the modes below 5 meV. The harmonic
modes of the protein in the low-energy range were highly
affected by hydration. According to normal mode analysis,
low-energy modes at a few meV are collective motions (20).
The hydration-dependent INS spectrum demonstrated that
the collective motions of protein are highly coupled with
hydration.
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Fig. 1 b shows the INS spectra in the lower energy range
observed with the LAM-40 spectrometer at 100 K. A boson
peak was observed for both the hydrated and dehydrated
protein samples. For the hydrated sample, the scattering in-
tensity below;5 meV is depressed, and then the boson peak
position shifts from 3 to 4 meV by hydration. A hydration-
induced shift of boson peak was observed for other proteins
(5,9,21–24). The q dependence of the integrated intensity of
the boson peak shows a q2 trend (25), indicating that the
protein dynamics in the corresponding energy range are har-
monic. This shows that protein motion is trapped in a local
minimum on the energy landscape at this low temperature.
Therefore, the boson peak position reﬂects the property of
harmonic potential. If the boson peak comes from harmonic
vibration, the peak shift toward higher energy by hydration
suggests the increase of the average force constant of har-
monic motions. The frequency of the boson peak is very
sensitive to environmental conditions (22). The frequency-
upshift of the boson peak with hydration at low temperature
suggests an increase in the number and strength of protein-
water hydrogen bonds (5). A computational study showed
that solvent water affects the shape of the potential energy
surface of the collective modes (4). The hydrogen-bond in-
teraction should deform the harmonic potential at the local
minima, causing the characteristic frequency to shift higher.
Fig. 2 shows the elastic intensity of the hydrated protein at
various temperatures. The elastic intensity is summed up with
the scattering within the energy resolution of the spectrom-
eter,;200 meV, corresponding to observable motions faster
than ;20 ps. The analysis of elastic incoherent neutron
scattering gives the MSD of individual atoms in the timescale
by Gaussian approximation as:
Sðq; 0Þ ¼ Aexpðð1=6ÞÆu2æq2Þ; (2)
where A and Æu2æ are a constant and the MSD averaged over
hydrogen atoms, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the MSD of the
hydrated and dehydrated samples at various temperatures. At
temperatures lower than 140 K, the MSD of the hydrated
protein is systematically smaller than that of the dehydrated
protein. Up to;140 K, the MSDs of both samples increased
linearly as a function of temperature (Fig. 3, inset), indicating
that the protein motion is harmonic in this temperature range,
regardless of hydration. The slope of the regression line of the
temperature-dependent MSD gives the force constant of the
harmonic potential Ækæ (6):
Ækæ ¼ 0:00276=ðdÆu2æ=dTÞN=m: (3)
The amplitude of ﬂuctuation is averaged over all motions,
but theoretically a small number of low-frequency modesFIGURE 1 INS spectra of dehydrated and hydrated SNase obtained by (a)
LAM-D at 20 K, and those obtained by (b) LAM-40 at 100 K. (a) Data
representing the hydrated sample are shifted along the ordinate by 0.01 for
the sake of clarity. (a, inset) Ratio of dehydrated protein spectrum to
hydrated spectrum.
FIGURE 2 Logarithm of integrated elastic intensity versus q2 for hydrated
SNase. Data, obtained using LAM-40, were normalized by using the data at
10 K. Temperatures (T) of measurements are as indicated. Only ﬁve sets of
data are shown. Errors are indicated by the size of data points. Solid curves
represent Gaussian approximation ﬁttings of data points. Their slopes give
the corresponding MSD.
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dominantly contribute to the average amplitude (20). There-
fore, the force constant should describe the nature of the low-
frequency modes. The force constants of the hydrated and
dehydrated proteins are estimated to be 3.6 6 0.1 N/m and
3.26 0.2 N/m, respectively. This is consistent with the boson
peak shift. The increase of the force constant by hydration
indicates that the energy potential of the hydrated protein is
more resilient. The larger force constant in the hydrated state
indicates that the parabolic energy surface at the local minima
is sharpened by hydration in the low-frequency modes. In the
hydrated state, hydration water encircles the protein, and
hydrogen bonds are formed at the protein-water interface (3).
The interaction restricts protein ﬂuctuation, indicating the
hardening of the potential surface. The MD simulation dem-
onstrated that hydration makes the energy landscape rugged,
that protein ﬂuctuation is restricted in the small space of a
local minimum by hydration, and that the boson peak origi-
nates in the rugged energy landscape (7). Glycerol and tre-
halose also cause protein to harden at a low temperature (22).
This suggests that the hydrogen-bond interaction of glassy
solvent with the embedded protein affects the ﬂexibility of the
protein structure. In this sense, the origin of the protein boson
peak is the hydrogen bond-coupled low-energy mode. A
computational study showed that the MD simulation for a
single proteinmolecule in vacuo did not result in a boson peak
(7). The MD simulation in crystal, however, quantitatively
reproduced the boson peak, because the crystal situation
mimics the experimental powder sample condition (18,26–
28). This indicates that the boson peak is also sensitive to the
protein-protein interaction. Thus, protein environments such
as the neighbor proteins, as well as hydration, affect the low-
frequency collective modes. Such interactions deform the
energy landscape to become more rugged, and such effects
essentially produce the boson peak observed.
Effect of hydration on anharmonic dynamics
Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of MSDs in the
hydrated and dehydrated SNase samples. Regardless of
hydration, the deviation from the harmonic line becomes
remarkable at ;140 K, indicating the onset of certain an-
harmonic motions. This anharmonicity was attributed to the
b-process, implying that hydration-independent anharmonic
dynamics are attributable to local motions of atoms (8). One
study suggested that the rotation of methyl groups contributes
to this transition, and the averaged activation energy of these
rotations is;16.6 kJ/mol (2). The estimated timescale of the
rotational transition is ;280 ns at 140 K. This motion at this
timescale is too slow to be resolved using the LAM-40
spectrometer, which resolves motions faster than 20 ps.
Timescales of motions depend on the locations of the protons
(2). The methyl rotations, with lower energy barriers, may
contribute to the transition, because they have faster rotational
relaxation. Other possible origins may include CH2-twisting
and CH-bending motions. Therefore, the faster local dy-
namics in the polypeptide chain should contribute to the ob-
served transition. It is reasonable that these motions are
unaffected by hydration water.
Another dynamical transition was observed at;240 K for
the hydrated samples. The signiﬁcant increase in MSD for
the hydrated sample indicates the activation of anharmonic
dynamics by hydration. Hydration water changes the en-
ergy landscapes of the low-frequency modes because of the
hydrogen-bond network interaction between protein and
water (4). This suggests that the hydration-dependent transi-
tion should be reasonably explained by hydration-coupled
low-frequency dynamics. Based on the experiments, it was
deduced that librational modes of side chains lead to the hy-
dration-related neutron spectral features (5).
The activation of anharmonicity should be reﬂected in the
appearance of quasielastic scattering. To examine temperature-
dependent dynamics further, inelastic scattering spectra in
the low-energy region were examined in hydrated and dehy-
drated samples at 100 K, 200 K, and 300 K. Fig. 4 shows the
dynamical structure factor Sðq;EÞ at 100K, 200K, and 300 K.
The spectrum at 100 K is equivalent to the curve shown in
Fig. 1 b. Each spectrum is scaled by the Bose factor at 300 K.
Therefore, the excess intensity over the spectrum at 100 K
represents the contribution fromquasielastic scattering (Eq. 1).
A slight increase in quasielastic scatteringwas evident at 200K
for both the hydrated and dehydrated samples. At 300 K,
however, a prominent increase in quasielastic scattering was
observed only for the hydrated protein. This corresponds to
the onset of anharmonicity responsible for the transition at
;240 K. Fig. 5 shows the temperature dependence of qua-
sielastic scattering intensity, deﬁned as the area of excess
intensity in the spectrum between 1meV and 4meV. The qua-
sielastic intensities for both states increased when the tem-
perature was increased. The quasielastic intensities for the
hydrated and dehydrated protein were almost identical up to
FIGURE 3 Temperature dependence of MSDs of dehydrated (3) and
hydrated (d) SNase. Errors are indicated by the size of data points. (Inset)
Low-temperature region where force constants were estimated from regres-
sion lines. Dashed and solid lines represent regression lines for dehydrated
and hydrated SNase, respectively. The ﬁtting regions are below 140 K.
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;200 K. This suggests the presence of anharmonic motions
that were not markedly affected by hydration below 200K (2).
The anharmonicity is responsible for the transition at;140 K
commonly observed for hydrated anddehydratedproteins. Fig.
5 shows that the hydrated sample produced additional, strong
quasielastic scattering above 200 K. This increase in quasie-
lastic scattering indicates the appearance of hydration-depen-
dent anharmonicmotions (8), which should be closely coupled
to the hydration-dependent dynamical transition. The hydra-
tion-dependent dynamical transition indicates that hydration
water activates the anharmonic motions, suggesting that this
anharmonicity is determined by solvent water rather than by a
dynamical property of a polypeptide chain.
To characterize the hydration-induced dynamical transi-
tion, the quasielastic scattering of the hydrated sample esti-
mated by Eq. 1 was analyzed. Fig. 6 shows that the width of
quasielastic scattering is independent of q, indicating that this
process is localized within the 2p=qmax  2:5 A˚ displace-
ment. The q-independence suggests that the average ampli-
tude of the motions of side chains is expected to be restricted
because of the unique tertiary structure of the protein, and that
the hydration-coupled collective motions of the protein
contribute to the dynamical transition.
Effect of hydration level
Hydration water affects both harmonic and anharmonic pro-
tein dynamics. To examine the hydration effect in detail, the
inelastic spectrum of a partially hydrated samplewas obtained
and compared with those of hydrated and dehydrated sam-
ples. Fig. 7 shows the dynamical structure factors Sðq;EÞ of
the hydrated, partially hydrated, and dehydrated samples at
100 K, 200 K, and 300 K. The spectra for the hydrated and
dehydrated samples are the same as in Figs. 1 and 4. At 100K,
FIGURE 4 INS spectra of (a) dehydrated and (b) hydrated SNase at 100
K, 200 K, and 300 K observed with LAM-40. The sum of measured spectra
over each scattering vector q was used in the analysis because the position
and shape of the boson peak do not depend on q.
FIGURE 5 Temperature dependence of integrated quasielastic intensity
between 1 meV and 4 meV of dehydrated and hydrated SNase.
FIGURE 6 q dependence of half-width at half-maximum (HWHM) of the
Lorentzian function (quasielastic scattering) with hydrated SNase at 300 K.
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the spectrum for the partially hydrated sample is quite similar
to that of the hydrated sample. The boson peak shift was ev-
ident in the partially hydrated sample. The boson peak posi-
tionwas reported to be dependent on the hydration level of the
protein (23,24), suggesting that the effect of hydration on
harmonic motion is additive. The peak position for the par-
tially hydrated sample seems to be located at a lower energy
than for the hydrated samples, as also observed for the spec-
trum at 200 K. Within the experimental error, however, we
cannot insist that the boson peak position is hydration level-
dependent. It should be noted that partial hydration is sufﬁ-
cient to affect protein dynamics.
At 200 K, the spectrum of the partially hydrated sample is
again similar to that of the hydrated sample. However, at
300 K, the spectrum of the partially hydrated sample is es-
sentially the same as that of the dehydrated sample. This
suggests that the dynamical transition at;240 K is observed
only for the hydrated protein. Therefore, a hydration level
higher than 0.29 g D2O/g protein is required for the onset of
anharmonic motions responsible for the 240 K transition, in
contrast to the effect on harmonic motions at low tempera-
tures. Hydration water affects both harmonic and anharmonic
dynamics of proteins, but the origins of the effects are
completely different.
The hydration environment of a protein signiﬁcantly af-
fects its dynamics. However, the hydration effects are
strongly dependent on both temperature and hydration. At
cryogenic temperatures, hydration stiffens protein structure
because of the hydrogen-bond interaction, whereas at physi-
ological temperatures, hydration softens the structure through
the activation of anharmonic motion. At low temperatures,
hydration waters are strongly bound to the hydration sites on
the protein (3), and therefore protein structure becomes less
ﬂexible by hydration. As temperature increases, the hydrogen
bond-breaking dynamics become the main contributors to the
internal molecular ﬂexibility. It was shown that ﬂuctuations in
the hydration shell control fast ﬂuctuations in the protein (10).
Translational hydration water dynamics drive the protein
transition (11). These results indicate that, to understand
protein dynamics, the hydration water dynamics should be
revealed. Another interesting result (as well as an unsolved
problem in this study) is that a boson peak upshift was ob-
served even in the partially hydrated samples, but the dy-
namical transition was not evident. The appearance of a
dynamical transition requires a hydration level of .0.29 but
,0.44 g D2O/g protein hydration. This result indicates that
hydration effects at cryogenic temperatures may be additive,
but the dynamical transition has a threshold hydration level.
The difference in hydration effects at cryogenic and physio-
logical temperatures should be attributable to the dynamical
properties of the protein hydration water, which are hydration
level-dependent and temperature-dependent. The hydration
water dynamics and their dynamical couplingwith the protein
are probably essential for protein dynamics and biological
function.
FIGURE 7 INS spectra of dehydrated, partially hydrated, and hydrated
SNase at (a) 100 K, (b) 200 K, and (c) 300 K observed with LAM-40. The
sum of measured spectra over each scattering vector q was used in the
analysis because the shapes of inelastic and quasielastic scattering spectra do
not depend on q in this study.
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CONCLUSIONS
We studied the effects of hydration on the picosecond to
nanosecond dynamics of SNase in the wide temperature range
from cryogenic to room temperature. At cryogenic tempera-
ture, hydration water causes a shift of boson peak position to-
ward higher energy, which is consistent with the hardening of
protein dynamics because of hydrogen-bond formations be-
tween residues on the protein surface and hydration water
molecules. The hydration-dependent boson peak shift was
observed for myoglobin (5) and lysozyme (5,29). On the other
hand, hydration water also activated anharmonic motion to
cause a dynamical transition at ;200 K, indicating that hy-
drationwater causes a softening of protein dynamics above 200
K. This hydration-activated dynamical transition was also ob-
served for myoglobin (8), lysozyme (2), bacteriorhodopsin (6),
and a-amylase (21). Therefore, the hydration effects are not
unique properties of SNase, but are common for proteins in
general. We revealed a threshold hydration level for the dy-
namical transition, as also reported for lysozyme [2]. The
threshold level is .0.29 g D2O/g protein. Hydration-level
dependence on the boson peak shift was different from that on
the dynamical transition. Partial hydration below the threshold
level for a dynamical transition was sufﬁcient for the boson
peak. Therefore, the origins of both effects are completely
different. To discriminate between hydration effects on har-
monic and anharmonicmotions, the hydration-water dynamics
should be examined. Hydration-water motion is expected to be
slowed down and spatially restricted by the interactions of
the protein surface. Thus, the neutron instrument accessible to
the higher energy, ;meV, and wider q-range is required for
studying hydration-related protein dynamics. Because cur-
rently accessible (q,v) ranges are limited and insufﬁcient, the
next-generation neutron sources such as the Japan Proton Ac-
celerator Research Complex and Spallation Neutron Source in
the United States are expected to cover hydration-related slow
dynamics with;meV resolution and wide q-range, which will
open the new era for protein dynamics study.
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